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Abstract. A shared understanding of terms and concepts is a condition for mean-
ingful discussions in any domain of scientific investigation and industrial devel-
opment. This principle also applies to the domain of information security. It is
therefore problematic when central terms are assigned inconsistent meanings in
the literature and mainstream textbooks on information security. In particular, this
is case for the concept of ‘authorization’ for which the security community still
has not arrived at a clear and common understanding. We argue that there can
only be one interpretation of authorization which is consistent with fundamental
security concepts. Consistent definitions of security terms are important in or-
der to support good learning and practice of information security. The proposed
definition of authorization is not only consistent with other fundamental security
terms, it is also simple, logical and intuitive.
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1 Introduction

The concept of authorization is fundamental in the domain of information security.
For example, the term is used in the definitions of ‘confidentiality’, ‘availability’ and
‘access control’ in the prominent international standard ISO/IEC 27000 Information
security management systems Overview and vocabulary [8]:

– Confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or disclosed
to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes.

– Availability is the property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an au-
thorized entity.

– Access control means to ensure that access to assets is authorized and restricted
based on business and security requirements.

However, there is significant confusion regarding the interpretation of “authorized”
or “authorization”, and the term is not defined in the said standard, which is problematic.
One can guess that the standards committee thought it was unnecessary to define the
term ‘authorization’ because its meaning is commonly and well understood. However,
its usage with relation to information security is not well understood in the literature, as
shown in the following section.
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2 Illustrating the Confusion around the Concept of Authorization

In the quest for the meaning of the term “authorized entity” in ISO/IEC 27000 it is
useful to look up the common meaning of the verb “to authorize” by consulting a
general dictionary such as Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary1

– To authorize is to endorse, empower, justify, or permit by, or as if by, some recog-
nized or proper authority (such as custom, evidence, personal right, or regulating
power). (Merriam-Webster)

An essential conclusion from the above definition of “to authorize” is that only
authorities can authorize. A follow-up question is then, what is an authority? With
regard to the security services confidentiality, availability and access control, it seems
obvious that the authority emerges from the management level in the organisation where
policies are being specified. As an example, people working in the HR department in
a company need access to staff profiles containing name, address, salary, etc., whereas
staff working in other units do not need and therefore should not have access to each
others profiles. This policy is actually an access policy which in turn is translated into
access control rules in computer systems. To specify that access policy is the act of
authorizing people in the HR department to access staff profiles stored on the company’s
network. Once the policy has been specified, the HR staff are authorized to access staff
profiles. It also requires that the policy is translated into access control rules which
then are used by the system to enforce the access policy. Access control can thus be
described as the process of enforcing the access policy, which is done by the system.
The system thus enforces the access policy specified by the (human) authority.

2.1 The Unsatisfactory Definition of Authorization in X.800

The security standard X.800 Security Architecture for Open Systems Interconnection
for CCITT Applications [9] gives a definition of the concept of authorization. A secu-
rity standard which defines the concept of authorization is interesting because it could
potentially remove confusion about the meaning of authorization in the context of secu-
rity, but unfortunately the standard fails to do so. X.800 defines authorization as follows.

– Authorization is the granting of rights, which includes the granting of access based
on access rights. (X.800)

Note that X.800 in fact gives two alternative interpretations of authorization, namely
1) “granting of rights”, and 2) “granting of access”. The standard thus recognises that
there is a difference between “granting of rights” and “granting of access” which is
important. Sadly, the standard says that term ‘authorization’ covers both interpretations,
which is unfortunate because it necessarily leads to confusion.

The “granting of rights” is the act of defining an access policy. The “granting of
access” is the enforcement of the access policy which is equivalent to access control,
i.e. access is granted when an access request is allowed according to the policy, but is of

1 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
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course rejected when an access request is not allowed according to the policy. We find
it unacceptable that the standard assigns two very different interpretations to the term
‘authorization’ because it leads to difficulty in the learning and application of security,
and to confusion in discussions and the literature of the security community.

In order to illustrate the significance of the difference between “granting of rights”
and “granting of access” the next section illustrates how these two functions represent
totally different steps in the general IAM (Identity and Access Management) architec-
ture which includes both authentication and access control functions.

2.2 A Framework for Identity and Access Management

User authentication is a fundamental security component for secure service access,
whether the service is provided online through the Internet or in a closed local net-
work. Failed authentication, where an attacker is able to take on the identity of another
entity and get unauthorized access to restricted and sensitive resources, is a serious se-
curity threat that can have significant negative consequences. Authentication assurance
expresses the certainty of correct authentication in a network or domain, as specified by
prominent authentication assurance frameworks [1, 6, 7].

Once the system or service provider has determined the user’s identity the user can
proceed with accessing resources or requesting services for which the user has been au-
thorized. Typically, any single user is only authorized to access a limited set of services
and resources. The system therefore needs to to apply access control which consists of
deciding whether access requests to services or resources are permitted according to the
authorization policy, and then to enforce that decision by either rejecting access in case
the user is not authorized, or granting access in case the user is authorized.

The term IAM2 (Identity and Access Management) denotes the security technolo-
gies that enable the intended authorized individuals to access the right resources at the
right times for the right reasons. IAM can be described in terms of three separate phases
where each phase contains a set of steps, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Phases of Identity and Access Management

The configuration phase covers the registration, provisioning and authorization steps.
Registration consists of specifying a new account with a unique name, and populating

2 http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/identity-and-access-management-iam/
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the account with relevant data about the user. The provisioning step consists of provid-
ing the user with information, credential(s) and optionally a token for authenticating to
access the account. In case biometric authentication is to be used, this step also includes
collecting biometric templates to be used for authentication. Authorization which is the
last step of the configuration phase consists of specifying the user’s access permissions
in the form of an AC (Access Control) Policy. Authorization must obviously be speci-
fied, or delegated, by an authority in the organization, and results in the definition of AC
rules in the system that controls access to resources. The configuration phase is revisited
whenever necessary for updating identity, credentials or authorization attributes.

After initial completion of the configuration phase, the user entity is able to use
the credentials, and optionally a token, authenticate and log in to the account during
the operation phase of IAM, and can engage in trusted interactions as an authenticated
user. Although authentication can be seen as a single step in the operation phase, the
correctness and assurance of authentication depends not only on the correctness of the
authentication step, but also on the registration step, and on the provisioning step during
the configuration phase. Should any of these steps fail, then authentication will fail in
general, as described by the various authentication assurance frameworks [1, 6, 7].

Similarly, the correctness of access control requires that the correct identity has been
authenticated, that an appropriate access policy has been defined in the authorization
step, and that this policy is correctly enforced in the access control step. Hence, the
correctness and assurance of access control depends on the correctness and assurance
of IAM in general.

The termination phase is included for completeness, but it can also be considered
as part of the configuration phase. It is useful to distinguish between the steps of access
revocation and credentials revocation. If access is revoked, the user can still log in by
using the authentication credentials. On the other hand, if the credentials are revoked,
the user is no longer able to log in, and will obviously no get access. However, even
if the credentials have been revoked it is still possible that the user is authorized for
access. The reason for credential revocation can e.g. be that the credentials have been
stolen by attackers. The user must then be provisioned with new credentials in order to
authenticate and log in to the account.

This paper focuses on describing the difference between authorization and access
control, and Figure 1 illustrates these two steps in the context of IAM. It can for ex-
ample be seen that authentication and access control are complementary steps of the
operation phase of IAM. It can also be seen that authorization must take place during
the configuration phase prior to the operation phase where access control takes place.
The termination phase is included in Figure 1 for completeness, but is not directly rele-
vant to the present study.

An important conclusion to be drawn from Figure 1 is thus that “granting of rights”
and “granting of access” represent specific steps of IAM that belong to different phases
in the IAM architecture. Keeping the steps clearly separate is essential for making IAM
meaningful. Confusing these two steps can have serious consequences for the interpre-
tation and application of information security services, as described in the following
section.
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2.3 The Consequence of Authorization Confusion

Using the same term ‘authorization’ to describe the “granting of rights” and the “grant-
ing of access” obviously can lead to serious confusion, as the scenario below illustrates.

Scenario A: Inconsistent interpretation of authorization

1. You crack somebody’s password on a system, and use it to access private resources
owned by that user.

2. The login screen gives the warning: “Only authorized users may access this system,
offenders will be prosecuted”, but you know how to get out of trouble if you get
busted.

3. You get caught, accused of performing unauthorized access, and taken to the police.
4. You argue: “Text books and standards on information security state that the system

authorizes users when they access the system. Hence, I was authorized because I
got access to the system.”

5. Case dismissed, you go free.

While this absurd scenario could be an advantage for attackers, it certainly would be
bad for the defenders of computer networks. It is therefore disappointing that interna-
tional security standard like X.800 cultivate this confusion. Unfortunately, many other
standards and text books on security do the same. Below are some examples.

2.4 Authorization Confusion According to the ABAC Standard

ABAC (Attribute-Based Access Control) is the most recent and most advanced model
for access control, which generalises previously defined AC models such as MAC
(Mandatory Access Control), DAC (Discretionary Access Control) and RBAC (Role-
Based Access Control). In 2014 NIST3 published the standard SP800-162 Guide to
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) Definition and Considerations [5]. This frame-
work for ABAC came very timely because standards and best practice for ABAC were
missing, while at the same time many stakeholders in sectors such as e-health and con-
struction wanted to implement ABAC to allow more open and distributed AC solutions.

Obviously, authorization is a central element of ABAC. The NIST standard SP800-
162 provides these definitions related to authorization:

– Access control or authorization is the decision to permit or deny a subject ac-
cess to system objects (network, data, application, service, etc.) Note that ABAC
can be used without identification information, and authentication method is not
addressed in this document. The terms access control and authorization are used
synonymously throughout this document.

– Privileges represent the authorized behavior of a subject; they are defined by an
authority and embodied in policy or rules. For the purposes of this document, the
terms privileges and authorizations are used interchangeably in that they are meant
to convey ones authority and implicit approval to access one or more objects.

3 National Institute of Standards and Technology
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The ABAC standard thus defines ‘authorization’, ‘access control’ and ‘privileges’
as synonymous. It appears that ‘privileges’ denotes ‘authorizations’, and that ‘access
control’ is the same as access control according to IAM of Figure 1, hence the ABAC
standard confuses the concepts of ‘authorization’ and ‘access control’ in the same way
as the standard X.800 does.

2.5 Authorization Confusion According to the CISSP All-in-one Exam Guide

CISSP (Certified Information Systems Security Professional) is an industry certification
popular amongst security consultants and people in the IT security community. The
CISSP curriculum is relatively technical and very broad, so candidates who want to sit
the exam to obtain the certification typically study text books specifically written to help
prepare for the exam. One of the most popular CISSP preparation books is the CISSP
All-in-One Exam Guide which was published in its 7th edition in 2016 [4].

This text book pretends to present the concept of authorization as having one mean-
ing, but the description of the term clearly reveals two different interpretations. For
example, in the 2nd paragraph on p.725 in CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide (7thEd.) it
says:

– “If the system determines that the subject may access the resource, it authorizes the
subject”.

The interpretation above is clearly that of “granting of access” according to IAM of
Figure 1. However, the 3rd paragraph on the same page the book says:

– “A user may be authorized to access the files on the file server, but until she is
properly identified and authenticated, those resources are out of reach.”.

The interpretation above is clearly that of “granting of rights” according to IAM of
Figure 1. Hence, the CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide confuses the concepts of ‘autho-
rization’ and ‘access control’ in the same way as the standard X.800 does.

3 The Origin of the Confusion

The interpretation of ’authorization’ as “granting of access” can be traced back to
the concept of AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) as implemented
in the network protocol RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service). This
networking protocol supports centralised management of authentication, access control,
and accounting for users who access network services. RADIUS was developed by
Livingston Enterprises, Inc. in 1991 as an access server authentication and accounting
protocol and later defined as the IETF standard RFC2865 in 2000 [11]. As RADIUS had
some shortcomings, a new and more advanced protocol called Diameter was defined by
IETF as RFC6733 in 2012 [2].

The Diameter standard states: “The Diameter base protocol is intended to provide
an Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) framework for applications
such as network access or IP mobility in both local and roaming situations.”
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Both RADIUS and Diameter have been widely adopted and implemented, in par-
ticular by prominent network equipment manufacturers such as Cisco. As a result,
Cisco and other companies have distributed technical and marketing documentation that
widely promotes the AAA concept, where the middle ‘A’ stands for ‘authorization’ in
the sense of “granting of access”. Many network security experts therefore understand
’authorization’ with that meaning. Unfortunately, this interpretation is inconsistent with
fundamental security concepts as explained above.

To remedy this situation it would of course be possible to re-interpret the middle ‘A’
as “access control”, which would make the AAA concept perfectly compatible with
fundamental security definitions.

4 A Consistent Definition of Authorization

An IETF standard which predates those of RADIUS and Diameter is the RFC2196 from
1997 called Site Security Handbook [3]. RFC2196 states:

“Authorization refers to the process of granting privileges to processes and, ulti-
mately, users. This differs from authentication in that authentication is the process used
to identify a user. Once identified (reliably), the privileges, rights, property, and permis-
sible actions of the user are determined by authorization.

Explicitly listing the authorized activities of each user (and user process) with re-
spect to all resources (objects) is impossible in a reasonable system. In a real system
certain techniques are used to simplify the process of granting and checking authoriza-
tion(s).” (RFC2196)

This description and interpretation of authorization makes sense, because it defines
authorization as the “granting of rights” in line with the IAM architecture of Figure 1.
Unfortunately, it seems that this Site Security Handbook of 1997 [3] has been over-
looked by subsequent IETF standards such as RADIUS and Diameter.

While not being an authoritative source of information because anybody can edit,
Wikipedia can be useful as a guide to the most up-to-date definition and description of
concepts. In particular, the concept of ‘authorization’ is described as follows:

“Access control in computer systems and networks rely on access policies. The ac-
cess control process can be divided into the following phases: policy definition phase
where access is authorized, and policy enforcement phase where access requests are
approved or disapproved. Authorization is the function of the policy definition phase
which precedes the policy enforcement phase where access requests are approved or
disapproved based on the previously defined authorizations.”. (Wikipedia: ‘Authoriza-
tion’, accessed on 30.01.2017)

We propose the following definitions of ‘authorization’ and ‘access control’ which
are in line with the article on Wikipedia.

– Definition 1: Authorization is the specification of access policies.
– Definition 2: Access control is the enforcement of access policies.

These definitions are consistent with the definitions of e.g. confidentiality, availabil-
ity and access control in ISO/IEC 27000 [8], and eliminate the possibility of confusion
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described in Section 2 above. These definitions are also compatible with the now 20
year old Site Security Handbook [3].

Let us revisit the example from Section 2.3 about accessing a system with a cracked
password, and interpret it in light of the definition of authorization from Definition 1.

Scenario B: Consistent interpretation of authorization

1. You crack somebody’s password on a system, and use it to access private resources
owned by that user.

2. The login screen gives the warning: “Only authorized users may access this system,
offenders will be prosecuted”, but you hope that you will not get busted.

3. Unfortunately, you get caught, accused of performing unauthorized access, and
taken to the police.

4. The police argues: “The account you accessed was not yours, and you were not
authorized to access it. In addition, the login screen informed you that only autho-
rized users are allowed to access it. Hence, you acted in direct breach of the stated
policy when you accessed the system without authorization.”

5. You have no excuse, you get convicted and go to jail.

The above scenario illustrates how the consistent interpretation of authorization ac-
cording to Definition 1 prevents any misunderstanding, and makes it clear that a hacker
using a cracked password is not authorized when using it to access a system. This sce-
nario validates Definition 1’s consistency with the fundamental security concepts of
confidentiality, integrity and availability.

5 The Role of Authorization in Identity and Access Management

In order to illustrate how authorization and access control fit together in IAM (Identity
and Access Management) Figure 2 illustrates a scenario which covers both the config-
uration phase and the operation phase of IAM. The indexes on the arrows indicate the
order in which each action is executed. The notions PAP (Policy Administration Point),
PDP (Policy Decision Point) and PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) are defined in the
OASIS standard XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) [10].

In the scenario, the user must first be registered with the domain owner (1), and
receive the necessary credentials through provisioning (2). Now follows the authoriza-
tion step where the access policy is specified for the user at the PAP (3). Next follows
the operation phase where the user logs on (4) and requests access (5). Then the access
policy is fetched from PAP (6), the policy is analysed and a decision is made at the
PDP (7), and the decision is enforced by PEP, which grants access (8) assuming that the
decision was positive. These steps are illustrated in Figure 2.

In the above scenario there is a clear separation between the functions for speci-
fying the access policy (authorization) and its enforcement (access control). e-Health
scenarios with complex policies for access to patient journals are good examples where
it is crucial to clearly understand the distinction between authorization and access con-
trol. For example, patients can play a role in defining the access policy for their own
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medical journals, e.g. by giving consent to how their medical data can be processed and
accessed. This access/consent policy must then be translated into rules that the system
can use to enforce the access/consent policy.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that there is considerable confusion around the interpretation of autho-
rization related to identity and access management. Several definitions of authorization
in prominent international standards are incompatible with the fundamental security
concepts of confidentiality, integrity and availability. We have proposed to define autho-
rization as “the specification of access policies” which is consistent with other funda-
mental security concepts and which is also perfectly intuitive. There is solid precedence
from 1997 for having this clear and consistent definition of ‘authorization’. The con-
fusing interpretations found in subsequent standards and text books can be traced to a
few prominent standards for network security that have been promoted by the computer
networking industry. It is our hope that the computer and security industry again can
find consensus and converge towards the consistent definition of authorization.
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